I am 90 years old, in better shape than ever
I am not big - and therefore flexible
I am Norwegian with high quality standards
I have my own port near the European continent
I customize and produce surfactants and functional materials
My name is Unger,
and I am here to make your products even better

Mette H. Knutsen
Sales Manager

Innovation is our
common success
criterion
Customized products
Key performance indicators monitor and ensure focus
Meeting point for innovative customers
Teamwork with customers in order to meet
requirements and develop new products

Unger firmly believes that the successful use of a product in any application derives from a comprehensive and
mutual understanding of the possibilities in the technology available and the purpose of the end-use.
We believe that innovation and the process of improvement to reach even more creative and cost-effective
solutions must be based on the overall sum of competence that the supplier and customer bring jointly to the
partnership. This is the real challenge, and we are ready to meet it.

Freek Broekman
Sales Manager

Our success
is to improve
your results
In order to achieve this:
Logistic perfection always assured throughout
the organization
Trusted partnership
One point of contact
R&D department ready to focus on your production

Our concept is to offer a package comprising technological capability and the application of
know-how combined in products designed to provide the particular functions and properties desired
in our clients’ processes and end products.
The development of new, better and more cost-efficient solutions must evolve from the overall
knowledge and experience that the supplier and customer bring jointly to a business partnership.
Therefore, our product range is merely a list of current standard products; the best alternative for
you may not be there - yet.

Martin Simensen
Team leader, Maintenance

Tailor-made solutions
require flexibility
Short distances between key persons
Decisions can be made quickly - no big hierarchy
Flexible production lines for customized products

Four modern, highly automated
production facilities deliver
both Functional Materials and
Surfactants, including dry LAS/
FAS and formulated products.
Market and customer-driven
product development, focused
on product functionality to be
achieved through continuous
testing in our laboratory.

Bente Kristiansen
Manager Customer Service Center

Our location makes
shipping quick and
economical
Centrally located near the European continent
Own port
Short distance to several harbours
Shipping to 75 countries around the world
Local storage facilities and global consignment stocks
Short delivery

For decades we have served customers around the world from our location in Fredrikstad, Norway. Today more
than 95% of our business is conducted with international partners and customers, and every day we dispatch
goods to destinations worldwide - by road, rail or sea.
Located along the Oslo fjord and with our own quay at the plant site, we handle large ships. European destinations are increasingly being served using intermodal transport services. Our location right on the most central
axis between the main Scandinavian logistical centers provides access to an effective logistical infrastructure.
Export and international logistics is what we do - every day - and we see this as an integrated aspect of our
extended product definition. We are proud to say that feedback from our customers enables us believe that
we consistently deliver on our promise!

Per Olav Hansen
Automation Engineer

For future
generations
Unger’s commitment towards sustainable operations
involves limiting our activities to an extent that does
not threaten the opportunities available to future
generations, or their freedom.
The majority of our raw materials originate from 
natural resources
Our finished products are completely biodegradable
Our product range is dominated by highly concentrated
dry surfactants

Coconut oil is the primary source of the fatty alcohols and ethoxylated fatty alcohols that we
use in our surfactant production. Our finished products are completely biodegradable and can
therefore be regarded as being renewable in the life cycle. Our production of such surfactants is
growing steadily.
We work in close collaboration with the Norwegian authorities to comply with strict environmental
regulations in order to continuously reduce our emissions.
Unger is ISO 9001 certified and operates in accordance with REACH requirements.

Herman Nyhus Lindland
4 years old

Terje Nyhus,
Financial Manager

Vision:
Unger Surfactants
shall be world leading in production and
marketing of designed
dry anionic surfactants.
Values:
Unger`s focus is to
satisfy customers`
needs as overall priority.
In order to achieve this,
we emphasize continuous
innovation and personal
development for each
employee. We at Unger
appreciate moderation,
diversity and encourage
each other to practice
safety and care for one
another.

A trusted partner
for 90 years
1922 : Company established by Theodor B. Unger
in Fredrikstad, Norway
1950’s : Started production of dry LAS
1992 : Owned by the Olav Thon Group
1998 : Full-scale FAS production
2008 : Designed FAS product line
Theodor B. Unger
Founder
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Unger’s product range comprises powerful surfactants
for high volume applications,
tailor-made products for
special use and concentrates
preblended to customers
specification for the most
convenient handling.
With the highest commitment
to customer support and rapid
service, we aim to be second to
none in providing satisfaction
for our customers.

Consept & design: www.sterkkommunikasjon.no

Unger Fabrikker A.S is one of
the world’s leading producers of
anionic surfactants, and the only
one of its kind in Scandinavia.
Unger manufactures and
exports a wide variety of
surfactant raw materials
throughout the world. These
products are used in household
detergents, personal care and
institutional products, as well as
functional additives for industrial
applications. A sophisticated,
world-scale production plant
using the latest technology,
with consistent high quality
and a well-developed distribution system - together with
an advantageous location with
its own harbour - makes Unger
a completely reliable global
partner.

Wherever you are and whenever you need the power of
surface chemistry, call on
your Unger representative for
more information.

Since the foundation in 1922,
Unger has established what
we proudly believe is the most
comprehensive network of
suppliers, customers and
distributors around the world,
all dedicated to meeting the
requirements of modern
industry.

Jens Lunner, Team Leader, Production
Tone Teigland, Application Specialist R&D
Tho Quang Che, Sales Manager
Martin Simensen, Team Leader, Maintenance

Unger Fabrikker AS,
P.O.box 254, N -1601 Fredrikstad
Tel: +47 69708200 - Fax: +47 69323775
www.unger.no

